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BONNIE, QUEEN OF CAKES
Joyce Cafe and Sevva founder BONNIE GOKSON has taken the patisserie world by storm with her new outlet,
Ms B's Cakery. Here, she tells in her own words how she made the unconventional leap from fashionista to cake
maven
How often do I get asked, “What did you dream of becoming when you were a little girl?” Well, in a million
years, I would never have dreamed that I would one day be in the hospitality business - and especially be known
as the Queen of Cakes. Ha...what a surprise! On the way to receiving such accolades today, it's been one exciting
and learning journey. Back in the days when my sister Joyce has her fashion empire, I was given food concept for
her restaurants - and it was then that I introduced the Original Caramel Crunch Cake to Hong Kong. That is
probably the most copied cake in town and I must say it's been a hit since day one until now at Sevva.
A few years ago, I had the opportunity of bringing to Hong Kong the most well-known patisserie chain in Paris.
However, dear friends reminded me that I would lose my creative outlet because I would simply have to follow
everything they dictated. Because of that, I braved up and took the plunge of opening Sevva. What nurtured the
transition to food after umpteen years of fashion? I have to be so thankful and grateful to have been given a very
privileged life,, with such immense exposure to the finer things and an attention to detail that has been honed
since childhood; and later by the extended best-of-best years with my exposure to international fashion.
Capitalising on all the experiences I've had, my secret formula is that draw from my experiences of travelling and
my exposure o the world of food. Just like dressing up, it's all about accessorising each layer with colours,
textures and tastes, until it gets the final nod. I may not be a conventional chef with continuous, hands-on kitchen
experience - and, in my opinion, my lack of training works for me because my mind is free. I believe when most
chefs are trained in an institution, they're boxed in mentally by the recipes they were rained on. Generally in Hong
Kong there's a lack of originality, so that pastries are pretty predictable with either an imitation French style or
they follow each other in cookie-cutter mode. Since I work differently and have no rules that limit me, I like to
think out of box, which results in combinations like Marie-Antoinette's Crave for Sevva and Madame Butterfly
for Ms B's Cakery. You might think my combinations of flavours are unconventional but to me, it's a proven fact:
they work, and not only do they look good but they taste good too. At Sevva, our pastry-kitchen space is minute,
yet orders for cakes were coming in so thick and fast that sometimes we had to call a halt. This prompted me to
open Ms B's Cakery, both as a centralised cooking facility that could provide all orders for Sevva, and also to
have another line of its own.
I feel very fortunate that the things I can dream up and create in my mind, I can also make happen in reality. It's
such a blessing because for so many people these things remain dreams. And as for futire expansions? Definitely.
Que sera, sera...
“WHEN I CREATE A CAKE, I DRAW FROM MY EXPERIENCES OF TRAVELLING AND MY
EXPOSEURE TO THE WORLD OF FOOD. JUST LIKE DRESSISNG UP, IT'S ALL ABOUT
ACCESSORISING EACH LAYER WITH COLOURS, TEXTURES AND TASTE”
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